MORE UNIQUE METERS
AIR ION COUNTER
Unique in this Price Range
This hand-held ion counter possesses the same sensitivity (down to
10 ions/cm³ ) as meters costing far more. Fully electrostatically
shielded, with a fan throughput of 200 cm³/sec, it can make
accurate readings even in adverse conditions. Measures positive
and negative ions separately. Use it to measure the ions generated
from electrical storms,
water spray, radioactive
Setting Time: 10 sec
minerals
&
radon,
Noise level: 10 ions/cm³
corona discharge from
Accuracy: ±25% for fast ions
high tension wires, even
check the effectiveness
Ion selectivity (crosstalk): 20x
of your ion generator! Made in USA with a 1
Range: 10 - 1,999,000 ions/cm³
year warranty. 9 volt battery included.
Air Ion Counter 2M (Cat. #N156) ………………………………………….. $499.95
Extended range version available with range of 100 - 19,990,000 ions/cm³ for high ion
concentration measurements. Same price, same great features.
Air Ion Counter 20M (Cat. #N156-20M) …………………………………………… $499.95

STRIKEALERT™

Personal Lightning Detector

StrikeAlert is a small and affordable lightning de-tector that provides an
early warning of approaching lightning strikes from as far away as 40
miles, and lets you know if the storm is coming your way or moving
away. An audible alarm allows you to determine the storm's activity
without having to visually monitor the unit and sounds when
there's a strike. A corresponding LED light illuminates to indicate
lightning at distances of 20-40 miles, 12-24 miles, 6-12 miles
and within 6 miles. Housed in a small pager-like casing that can
be clipped on a belt and runs up to 100 hours on a single AA battery. Perfect for
kite flyers, golfers, sailors, pilots, athletes, beach goers and anyone who spends
work or leisure time outdoors. Paranormal investigators can also use the
StrikeAlert to monitor for unusual lightning-like activity. Made in USA.
(Cat. #N401) ………. $79.95

ELECTROSTATIC LOCATOR
Measures static charges (DC Electric Field) instantly, reliably and
economically in a pocket size meter!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measures static charges from zero to 30,000 volts, Accuracy ±10%
Minimum sensitivity is 50V at ½”
Designed for close and repetitive readings
Uses standard 9 volt battery with battery test feature
Low drift, Repeatability + 1%
Unique Quick Zero function which instantly re-zeros the instrument
and provides ground compensation for the user

Weight: 5.5 ounces
Size: 4-3/8 " X 2-5/8" X 1-5/16"
1 year warranty. Made in USA.
Electrostatic Locator (Cat. #N188) ............... $410.00

Toll free in USA: 1-888-537-7363
International: +1-518-608-6479
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